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Abstrat. In an environmental framework, extreme values of ertain spatio-temporal

proesses, for example wind speeds, are the main ause of severe damage in property,

suh as eletrial networks, transport and agriultural infrastrutures. Therefore,

availability of aurate data on suh proesses is highly important in risk analysis, and

in partiular in produing probability maps showing the spatial distribution of damage

risks. Typially, as is the ase of wind speeds, data are available at few stations with

many missing observations and onsequently simulated data are often used to augment

information, due to simulated environmental data being available at high spatial

and temporal resolutions. However, simulated data often mismath observed data,

partiularly at tails, therefore alibrating and bringing it in line with observed data

may o�er pratitioners more reliable and riher data soures. Although the alibration

methods that we desribe in this manusript may equally apply to other environmental

variables, we desribe the methods spei�ally with referene to wind data and its

onsequenes. Sine most damages are aused by extreme winds, it is partiularly

important to alibrate the right tail of simulated data based on observations. Response

relationships between the extremes of simulated and observed data are by nature

highly non-linear and non-Gaussian, therefore data fusion tehniques available for

spatial data may not be adequate for this purpose. Although, our ultimate goal

is the development of statistial methods for data fusion and alibration that an

extrapolate beyond the range of observed data�into the tails of a distribution�in

this work we will onentrate on alibration methods for the whole range of data.

After giving a brief desription of standard alibration and data fusion methods to

update simulated data based on the observed data, we propose and desribe in detail

a spei� onditional quantile mathing alibration method and show how our wind

speed data an be alibrated using this method. We also brie�y explain how alibration

an be extended spei�ally to data oming from the tails of simulated and observed

data, using asymptoti models and methods suggested by extreme value theory
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1. Introdution

Extreme values of ertain spatio-temporal proesses, suh as wind speeds, are the

main ause of severe damage in property, from eletriity distribution grid to transport

and agriultural infrastrutures. Aurate assessment of ausal relationships between

environmental proesses and their e�ets on risk indiators, are highly important in risk

analysis, whih in return depends on sound inferential methods as well as on good quality

informative data. Often, information on the relevant environmental proesses omes

from monitoring networks, as well as from numerial-physial models (simulators) that

typially solve a large set of partial di�erential equations, apturing the essene of the

physial proess under study (Skamarok et al. 2008, Cardoso et al. 2013). In general,

monitoring networks are formed by a sparse set of stations, whose instrumentation

are vulnerable to disruptions, resulting in data sets with many missing observations,

whereas, simulated data from numerial simulators typially supply average yield of

the proess in grid ells of pre-spei�ed dimensions, often at high resolutions, spanning

large spatial domains, with no missing observations. However, simulated data typially

mismath and misaligned observed data, therefore alibrating it and bringing it in

line with observed data may supply modellers with more reliable and riher soures

of data. Data assimilation methods, namely ombining data from multiple soures,

are well known in environmental studies, with data often being used to generate initial

boundary onditions for the numerial simulators (Kalnay, 2003). There is a very rih

statistial literature on data assimilation and data fusion with the objetive of enrihing

the information for inferene (Fuentes and Raftery 2005, Berroal et al. 2012, Zidek et

al. 2012, Berroal et al. 2014, MMillan et al. 2010). These statistial methods are often

based on Bayesian hierarhial methods for spae time data (Banerjee et al. 2004) and

are onstruted around the idea of relating the monitoring station data and the simulated

data using spatial linear models with spatially varying oe�ients (Berroal 2019). Sine

these relations involve data measured at di�erent spatial resolutions, the models often

are alled downsaler models (Berroal et al. 2012). The prinipal objetive of these

downsaler models is to relate observations measured at di�erent spae resolutions using

spatial linear models. However, as a by-produt, these models an be used for alibrating

one set of data as a funtion of the other, as it will be explained later.

The motivation behind this present work has its roots in a onsulting work done

for a major eletriity produer and distributor. The eletriity grid onstantly faes

disruptions due to damages in the distribution system, with heavy eonomi losses.

These damages and onsequent disruptions our due to a ombination of many fators

suh as topography and preipitation, however extreme winds and storms are the main

ause of suh damages. Risk maps that indiate likely plaes of ostly disruptions in

eletri grids are important deision support tools for administering the power grid and

are partiularly useful in deiding if ostly orretive ations should be taken to improve
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strutures. It is natural that these risk maps should be based primarily on observed

wind speeds among other fators and it was deided that daily maximum wind speeds

should be used as proxy information. Hene, suh risk maps an be interpreted as

vulnerability maps of eletriity grid to extreme wind speeds, expressed in terms of

probability. However generating suh maps depends on reliable wind data at fairly high

spatial and temporal resolutions.

The data available for this partiular study orresponds to simulated wind speeds

from a simulator (The WRF model, version 3.1.1) at a regular grid of 81ksq grid ell

size, obtained at 10 minutes interval from 2006-2013; however only daily maximum wind

speed will be used. Observed daily maximum wind speed is also available during the

same period of time, from 117 stations in Portugal mainland, but missing observations

reah to 90% in some stations. Only around one third of the stations have less than 30%

missing observations. There is an additional hallenge: although simulated and observed

data are similar in the bulk of the distribution, they quite often mismath at extreme

values. Therefore, adequate methods of data fusion and alibration, an be used to

ombine these two di�erent soures of data and may provide information whih is more

reliable from a spatial point of view and produe more aurate probability maps showing

the spatial distribution of damage risks. Sine eletriity grid damages are ultimately

aused by extreme wind speeds, ultimate aim should be to develop statistial methods for

data fusion and alibration that an extrapolate beyond the range of observed data into

the tails of a distribution. However, in this manusript, we make a review of statistial

fusion and alibration methods for the whole range of data. Calibration methods that

extend beyond the range of data will be reported elsewhere. Our objetive is to explore

several methods to model the relationship between simulated and observed wind speeds

at observation sites, so as to extrapolate this relationship in spae at grid ell or ounty

level resolution. In other words, more than imputing missing observations, we want to

use simulated wind speeds for risk assessment, after being alibrated, i.e., brought in

line with observed wind speeds. After giving a brief desription of standard alibration

and data fusion methods to update simulated data based on the observed data, we

will propose and desribe in detail a spei� onditional quantile mathing alibration

method and show how our wind speed data an be alibrated using this method. We

also brie�y explain how alibration an be extended spei�ally to data oming from the

tails of simulated and observed data, using asymptoti models and methods suggested

by extreme value theory.

The outline of the paper is as follows: In setion 2, we give an overview of statistial

alibration methods. In setion 3, we report a new approah for alibration through

a onditional quantile mathing alibration method (Pereira et al., 2019), using an

extended Generalized Pareto distribution (Naveau et al., 2016) for the simulated and

observed data, adequate for alibrating simultaneously the bulk and the tails of the

distribution. Finally, in setion 5, this method will be exempli�ed using a wind speed

data. Further disussion and onlusions are in setion 6.
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2. Statistial Calibration methods; an overview

Calibration plays a ruial role in almost all areas of experimental sienes and an

be de�ned in a nutshell as �the omparison between measurements - one of known

magnitude or orretness made or set with one devie and another measurement made

in as similar a way as possible with a seond devie � (Wikipedia). When measurements

are obtained under random environments, then statistial methods and models have to

be employed to ompare suh sets of measurements. In the simplest ase of random

experiments involving linear alibration, linear regression models are used as models.

The univariate alibration is then de�ned as inverse regression problem (Lavagnini and

Magno, 2007). These models and onsequent alibration tehniques are, inevitably,

restrited to unorrelated repeated observations or dependent Gaussian strutures,

simplifying immensely the problem (Aithison and Dunsmore, 1976). However,

more often than not, even in designed experiments, the response relationships are

mostly nonlinear and therefore Gaussian strutures are hardly justi�able as models.

Nonlinear alibration then typially have to be formulated by onditional spei�ation

of distributions, and onsequently substantial amount of numerial integration and

approximations are needed.

Little is known on alibration of environmental data sets displaying nonlinear, non-

Gaussian strutures in a spatio-temporal setting. In these ases, de�ning alibration

through spatial linear models as inverse regression problems will oversimplify the

strutures and will not be adequate. Often alibrating simulated data based on observed

data is done by alibration of the simulator, namely the numerial-physial model, using

Bayesian methods (Kennedy and O'Hagan, 2001, and Wilkinson, 2010). These generi

methods are based on the following general ideas: The simulator �rst is approximated

by a linear parametri emulator, and using Bayesian arguments, data are used to

onvert prior knowledge on these model parameters to posterior distributions. The

newly generated data from this approximate emulator is then treated as the alibrated

data.

There are many statistial alibration methods for di�erent purposes and based on

di�erent paradigms. We an lassify these methods into

(i) Quantile mathing-based approahes,

(ii) Inverse regression,

(iii) Simulator�emulator-based approahes,

(iv) Data assimilation/data fusion.

Before desribing these methods, we give here some basi notation.

We denote by Y (s, t) and X(s, t), respetively the observed and simulated wind

speeds at loation s ∈ R
2
and time t. To simplify notation, often we will use Y and

X for observed and simulated wind speeds when data are used without any spae-time

referene. Typially X are simulated over a regular grid, say B, often represented by
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Figure 1. Illustration of the quantile mathing approah

points sB whih orrespond to the entroid of the grid ells, whereas Y are observed in

stations loated at di�erent spatial points s.

2.1. Quantile mathing-based approahes

For the time being, if we ignore totally spae-time variations and dependene strutures,

alibration an be seen as a simple saling making use of marginal distributions �tted

respetively to X and Y (CDF transform method, Mihelangeli et al, 2009).

Suppose we have a set of n observed yi and simulated xi , i = 1, ..., n data. Let FY

and FX be, respetively, the distribution funtions of Y and X . Then the new alibrated

(saled) data x∗i is de�ned as

x∗i = F−1
Y (FX(xi)), i = 1, . . . , n. (1)

Sine

P (X∗ ≤ z) = FY (z),

alibrated data has the same distribution as the observed data. Note that if FX = FY

then x∗i = xi. Figure 1 depits the result of applying this alibration method when

Y follows a Student distribution with 3 degrees of freedom, and X follows a standard

normal distribution.

This alibration method depends on the marginal distributions of the random

variables involved Y and X and hene it does not make use of the expeted strong

dependene between the two sets of data.

An ideal alibration should involve the joint distribution of Y andX de�ned in some

way. A possibility is the use of a onditional quantile mathing approah, whih will be

desribed in setion 3. Further, in the same setion, we also introdue an extension to

over spae-time non-homogeneity by saling (alibrating) the data from

x∗(s, t) = F−1
Y (s,t)(FX(s,t)(x(s, t)), (2)
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assuming marginal distributions of Y (s, t) and X(s, t) for every s and t.

These distributions will be estimated by �tting them and onsidering the

parameters as smooth funtions of spatially and temporarily varying ovariates and

spae-time latent proesses as in setion 5.

2.2. Inverse regression

Calibration is usually seen as a method of adjusting the sale of a measurement

instrument on the basis of an informative experiment. As suh, it is seen as an inverse

regression problem. However, there are several problems assoiated with this approah

(see, e.g. Kang et al., 2017). Aithison and Dunsmore (1975) approah the problem from

a Bayesian perspetive by de�ning the alibrative distribution. See also (e.g. Raine-

Poon, 1988, Osborne, 1991 and Muehleisen and Bergerson, 2016).

Aording to Aithison and Dunsmore's proposal, a parametri model is �tted to a

random vetor (X, Y ), where, e.g. X is the random variable representing a measurement

obtained in a laboratory and Y the random variable representing the measurement

obtained in a �eld experiment. This parametri model is de�ned through a onditional

spei�ation suh that

f(X,Y )(x, y | ψ, θ) = fX|Y (x | y, ψ)fY (y | θ).

There are two parameters involved, namely the arrival parameter ψ and the strutural

parameter θ. A further assumption is that the initial soures of information are

stohastially independent, so that

p(ψ, θ) = p(ψ)p(θ).

Now suppose that one has a future laboratory experiment resulting in a value xf

and that further experiments follow the same pattern of arrival as the original trials

(x,y) = (xi, yi, i = 1, ..., n). Now the data available is (xi, yi, xf ), i = 1, ..., n and the

unknowns are (yf , ψ, θ). The objetive is to obtain the preditive distribution (alled in

this ase the alibrative distribution) for the orresponding �eld experiment Yf , whih

is simply obtained by integrating out ψ and θ,

p(yf | x,y, xf) =

∫

fX(xf | yf , ψ)p(yf , ψ, θ | xf ,x,y)dψdθ

where

p(yf , ψ, θ | xf ,x,y) ∝ fX(xf | yf , ψ)fY (yt | θ)
n
∏

i=1

fX(xi | yi, ψ)fY (yi | θ)p(ψ)p(θ),

assuming that the trial reords are independent.

Generalizing to the situation under study, without onsidering spae and time

dependene, for a model [X | Y ][Y ], the objetive is to obtain the distribution

Y (s0) | x(s0), x(s
∗), y(s∗)
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for an unknown Y (s0) based on the observed and simulated data (x(s∗), y(s∗)) on N

stations and the simulated value x(s0).

2.3. Simulator�emulator-based approahes

Kennedy and O'Hagan (2001) desribe alibration as statistial postproessing of

simulator deterministi foreast. They assume a omputer model desribing some

physial system, that is a funtion of variable inputs x that an be measured and

alibration inputs ν needed to run the model, but whose values are not known in the

experiment. The output of the omputer model is then assumed to be some funtion

of the inputs, say η(x, u). Observations from the �eld experiment are assumed to have

been observed at u = θ and, possibly at di�erent values of x. The model for observations

for known input variables x is then assumed to be a funtion of the omputer model

output η(x, ν), of a true underlying proess ξ(x) and some model inadequay desribed

by δ(x). The objetive is to estimate the alibration settings θ onsistent with the �eld

experiments and the omputer model.

Sigrist et al. (2015) give detailed desription of stohasti versions of spae-time

advetion-di�usion PDE's and their solutions as models for emulators and desribe a

method of postproessing simulated data.

However simulator�emulator-based approahes assume detailed information of how

emulators work in terms of a set of parameters, whih is not the ase in most situations

related to limate models.

2.4. Data fusion and alibration

Data assimilation or data fusion methods are used to ombine di�erent soures of

information in order to obtain more aurate results. A reent review on data

assimilation is given in Berroal (2019) together with many referenes.

Among these methods, the interest lies in statistial approahes to data

assimilation/data fusion and in partiular to hierarhial Bayesian models (HBM) for

ombining monitoring data and omputer model output.

There are basially two di�erent approahes regarding these methods. The

Bayesian melding proposed by Fuentes and Raftery (2005) assumes that there is a true

latent point-level proess Z(s) (a GP with spatially varying mean and non-stationary

ovariane funtion) to whih both the observed Y (s) and simulated X(s) proesses

are linked to. The observed values are governed by this latent proess with a random

error and simulated values are expressed as a linearly alibrated integral over a grid ell

(saled by the area of the ell) of the latent point-level proess,

Y (s) = Z(s) + ǫ(s) X(s) = a(s) + b(s)Z(s) + δ(s),

where δ(s) explains the random deviation at loation s with respet to the underlying

true proess Z(s). The aim is to obtain the posterior preditive distribution of the

truth Z at a new site s∗. However, the misalignment of the two proesses involved
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brings omputational di�ulties in the implementation. Foley and Fuentes (2008) apply

this type of modelling to hurriane surfae wind predition and MMillan et al. (2010)

propose a spatio-temporal extension of this Bayesian melding approah.

The other approah suggested by Berroal et al. (2010) is a Bayesian hierarhial

downsaler model. They onsider a spatial linear model relating the monitoring station

data and the omputer model output, with spatially varying oe�ients whih are in

turn modeled as Gaussian proesses (GPs). These models o�er the advantage of loal

alibration of the numerial model output without inurring in problems due to the

dimensionality of the omputer model output, sine they are only �tted at the grid

ells where the monitoring stations reside. An extension to this downsaler model,

by borrowing information from neighboring grid ells, was introdued by Berroal et

al. (2012). The proposed approah, the downsaler model for the observations and

simulated data from the omputer model is

Y (s) = β0 + β0(s) + β1 + β1(s)x(B) + e(s), e(s) i.i.d. N(0, τ 2),

with B the grid ell ontaining s

X(B) = µ+ V (B) + η(B), η(B) i.i.d. N(0, σ2)

where V (B) is a GP model with a ICAR struture (Rue and Held, 2005), and β0(s) is

modeled as a mean-zero GP with exponential ovariane struture.

A smoothed version is possible onsidering

Y (s) = β0 + β0(s) + β1(µ+ V (B)) + e(s), e(s) i.i.d. N(0, τ 2)

with B the grid ell ontaining s.

The aim is to obtain the preditive distribution of Y and its expeted value at grid

ell level.

They also onsidered a smoothed downsaler using spatially varying random weights

and a spae-time extension.

3. Calibration methods for bulk and tails

Pereira et al. (2019) develop a ovariate-adjusted version of the quantile mathing-based

approah as in (1) where the distributions of simulated and real data hange along a

ovariate. At the same time they suggest a regression method that simultaneously

models the bulk and the (right) tail of the distributions involved using the extended

Generalized Pareto distribution (EGPD) (Naveau et al., 2016) as a model for both the

simulated and observed data.

Under fairly general onditions, aording to the asymptoti theory of extremes,

the generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) appears as a natural model for the right tail

of a distribution, by fousing on the exesses over a high but �xed threshold. Here, the

hoie of this threshold plays a very important role in inferene, ignoring the part of the
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data that lie below this threshold. See, for example, Beirland et al. (2004). The EGPD

modelling strategy suggested by Naveau et al (2016) avoids this seletion problem, as

we will see in next setion.

In what follows we propose an extension of this onditional quantile mathing

alibration for the bulk and tails, to spatial temporal data.

3.1. Naveau et al (2016) EGPD models

Naveau et al. (2016) suggest an extension of Generalized Pareto model tailored for both

the bulk and tails, and�ontrarily to most methods for extremes� does not require a

threshold to be seleted. The objetive of this extension is to generate a new lass of

distributions with GPD type tails onsistent with extreme value theory, but also �exible

enough to model e�iently the main bulk of the observed data without ompliated

threshold seletion proedures.

Let Y be a positive random variable with umulative distribution funtion de�ned

as:

FY (y | θ) = G
(

H(y | ξ, σ)
)

,

where G is a funtion obeying some general assumptions (see Naveau et al., 2016) and

H is the umulative distribution funtion of a Generalized Pareto distribution (GPD),

that is

H(y | ξ, σ) =

{

1− (1 + ξ
σ
y)

−1/ξ
+ , ξ 6= 0.

1− exp(− y
σ
), ξ = 0 .

with σ > 0, and y > 0 if ξ ≥ 0 and y < −σ
ξ
if ξ < 0. The parameter σ is a dispersion

parameter while ξ is a shape parameter ontrolling the rate of deay of the right tail of

a distribution (de Zea Bermudez and Kotz, 2010).

Naveau et al. (2016) onsider four forms of G(u) resulting in four di�erent lasses

of distributions.

3.2. Spatio temporal onditional quantile mathing alibration for the bulk and tails

Here we use one of the forms, namely, G(u) = uκ where κ is a parameter ontrolling the

shape of the lower tail, although the theory an be easily extended to any of the other

forms of the G funtion.

Let us assume that both random variables X and Y are spae-time dependent and

we want to alibrate X based on Y . As in (2) the alibrated data is given as

x∗(s, t) = F−1
Y (s,t)(FX(s,t)(x(s, t)),

Now assume further that both random variables are distributed as an EGPD with

di�erent parameters. In order to better aommodate for the situation ξ < 0 we make

a transformation δ = −σ
ξ
. Hene, for ξx 6= 0

FX(s,t)(x(s, t) | δx(s, t), ξ, κx) =

(

1−

(

1−
1

δx(s, t)
x(s, t)

)−1/ξx

+

)κx

, (3)
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and assuming as well ξy 6= 0

FY (s,t)(y(s, t) | δy(s, t), ξy, κy) =

(

1−

(

1−
1

δy(s, t)
y(s, t)

)−1/ξy

+

)κy

. (4)

Although it is assumed that these random variables are onditional independent,

a dependene struture is introdued through the transformed spae-time dependent

parameters δx, δy by modelling them as a funtion of a ommon random spatio-temporal

proess, in a Bayesian hierarhial modelling framework.

As an exempli�ation of this modelling strategy, in the next setion, we will built

a Bayesian hierarhial model for the wind speed data.

4. Bayesian hierarhial model for the wind speed data

A preliminary data analysis of the wind speed data used in this study, shows that

observed and simulated data are onsistent with the ase ξ < 0 and hene, the

distributions for X and Y will have an end-point haraterized by the respetive

parameter δ.

We assume that the observed data {Y (si, tj), i = 1, ..., N ; j = 1, ..., T}, with N the

number of stations with observed data in the study period and T the length of the time

period, follow a distribution as in (4), where δy(i, j) ∼ Exp(λy(i, j)), δy(i, j) > max(y),

i.e., follows a shifted exponential distribution with log(λy(i, j)) = βy+W (si)+Z(tj), and

W follows a Multivariate Gaussian proess, de�ned on the spae,W ∼MVN(0, τWΣW ).

The matrix ΣW has diagonal elements equal to 1 and o�-diagonal elements, Σiℓ =

f(diℓ;α), where f(.; .) is a funtion of diℓ, the entroids' distane of every two stations

si and sℓ, and α a parameter representing the radius of the 'dis' entred at eah s. The

τW is a preision parameter. For the temporal random proess we assume a random

walk proess of order 1, Z ∼ MVN(0, τZΣZ), where τZ is a preision parameter and

ΣZ is a matrix with a struture re�eting the fat that any two inrements zi − zi−1 are

independent (Rue and Held, 2005).

We assume, as well, that the simulated data {X(si, tj), i = 1, ..., Ns; j = 1, ..., T}

follow a distribution as in (3) with Ns total number of stations, where the model for δ

shares the same latent proesses W and Z with the model for the observed data, suh

that δx(i, j) ∼ Exp(λx(i, j)), δx(i, j) > max(x), with log(λx(ij)) = βx +W (si) + Z(tj).

To omplete the Bayesian hierarhial model we onsider the following prior

spei�ation for the parameters and hyperparameters of the models

βy, βx i.i.d. N(0, 0.01),

κy, κx i.i.d. Ga(0.05, 0.05),

ξy, ξx i.i.d. U(−0.5, 0),

τW , τZ i.i.d. Ga(1, 0.1),

α ∼ U(0.1, 0.5).

Finally, the alibrated values are obtained as the mean of the preditive distribution

of F−1
Y (FX(x(si, tj)) at si, i = 1, ..., Ns and time tj , j = 1, ..., T .
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5. Appliation to wind speed data

We used observed and simulated wind speed data from the period 01/01/2013 to

28/02/2013, so T = 59. There are N = 51 stations where we have both observed and

simulated daily maximum wind speeds. Additionally we have extra 66 stations with

simulated values for the maximum daily wind speeds, so that Ns = 117. In Figure 2 we

depit the median of observed and simulated wind speeds for the 51 stations together

with the 2.5% and 97.5% empirial quantiles (95% IQR).
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Figure 2. Median of observed and simulated wind speeds for the 51 stations, and the

95% IQR wind speeds by station (dashed lines).

The model was implemented in R2OpenBUGS (Sturtz et al. (2005). In Table 1 we

show the summary statistis for the marginal posterior distributions of the parameters

of the model.

We observe that the posterior mean of κy has a muh smaller mean than the

posterior mean of κx whih is onsistent with the fat that, in general, simulated data

are shifted to the right in relation to the observed data, indiating the possible existene

of some bias in the simulated data. The posterior mean of the preision (inverse of the

variane) parameters for the spae model (τW ) and for the temporal model (τZ) suggest

that time dependene is stronger than spae dependene. The posterior mean for βy is

slightly smaller than the posterior mean for βx. This naturally ontributes for higher

values for σy(i, j) relatively to σx(i, j) and with greater dispersion, as it an be seen

in Figure 3 where we show daily boxplots of the posterior means of the parameters

σ(i, j), ∀j for both models. In that �gure it is marked two dates, 19 of January, a day

where it was observed a storm with heavy winds (storm GONG, maximum observed

wind 29.6m/s), partiularly in regions lose to the littoral, and 14th of February, a very

mild day all over the ountry (Valentine's day; maximum observed wind 8.20m/s). The

variation observed along the days is onsistent with the fat that on windy days the

maximum wind speed along the stations varies muh more than on mild days. Also the

temporal dependene is lear in these pitures.

These two days were studied, in partiular, for exempli�ation of the onditional
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Table 1. Summary statistis for the marginal posterior distributions

mean standard deviation 2.5% quantile median 97.5% quantile min max

α 0.451 0.042 0.346 0.462 0.499 0.241 0.500

βy -1.094 0.149 -1.376 -1.093 -0.806 -1.541 -0.595

βx -0.854 0.134 -1.105 -0.849 -0.598 -1.243 -0.365

κy 5.312 0.197 4.936 5.310 5.701 4.675 5.936

κx 18.588 0.725 17.230 18.585 20.080 16.480 20.930

τW 4.234 0.715 2.923 4.187 5.762 2.218 7.022

τZ 0.396 0.095 0.241 0.384 0.618 0.191 0.850

ξy -0.070 0.002 -0.074 -0.070 -0.067 -0.077 -0.065

ξx -0.081 0.001 -0.084 -0.081 -0.078 -0.085 -0.076
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Figure 3. Boxplot of the posterior means of σy(i, j) (left) and σx(i, j) (right)

quantile alibration method proposed. For the purpose of exempli�ation of the results

we represent in Figures 4 and 5, on the left, a kernel density estimation (onsidering all

the stations) for the observed and simulated maximum wind speed on that day, together

with the mean of the preditive distribution of the alibrated data as de�ned in (2). On

the right side we represent the observed and simulated maximum wind speed on that day

for eah station, together with the mean of the preditive distribution for the alibrated

data.

We observe that, on a storm day (Figure 4) the observed winds have longer tails

than simulated winds. The alibration method was able to apture both tails of the

distribution for the observed data, although it shifted the bulk of the distribution to the

left. Regarding a mild windy day (Figure 5), the distribution of the simulated data is

shifted to the right relatively to the distribution of the observed data with longer tails,

as it was observed in a preliminary study. This bias is orreted with the alibration

method.

In Figures 6 and 7 there is a spatial representation of the observed, simulated and

alibrated values for eah of these two days.
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Figure 4. Kernel density estimation (left), observed and simulated maximum wind

speed for eah station, together with the mean of the preditive distribution for the

alibrated data, for a storm day.
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Figure 5. Kernel density estimation (left), observed and simulated maximum wind

speed for eah station, together with the mean of the preditive distribution for the

alibrated data, for a mild day.

Figure 6. Storm day: observed, simulated and alibrated maximum wind speeds

6. Disussion and further extensions

In this artile we disussed several possible ways of alibrating data obtained from

a simulator based on observations at stations. We also proposed and implemented
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Figure 7. Mild day: observed, simulated and alibrated maximum wind speeds

a onditional quantile mathing alibration (CQCM) using a spae-time extended

generalized Pareto distribution.

The performane of the CQCM method was exempli�ed with two spei� days, a

storm day and a mild day. In both ases the alibrated data mathed well the observed

data on the tails, although on the storm day it did not apture well the bulk of the

distribution. Ideally this method should be extended to the grid level, sine the simulator

produes data at a �ne grid level and this is muh more interesting if the objetive is the

onstrution of a risk map. However this extension is not trivial and some assumptions

regarding the model struture have to be assumed.

Damages in eletriity grid are basially governed by extreme winds and primarily

simulated and observed data oming from the right tail di�er. Hene adequate

alibration methods must be spei�ally adapted to extreme observations oming from

the right tails and methods and models to be used in alibration should ideally be

ompatible with extreme value theory. A range of approahes for haraterising the

extremal behaviour of spatial proess have been suggested and a brief omparison of

these methods an be found in Tawn et al. (2018). Downsaling method desribed by

Towe et al. (2017)� based on the onditional extremes proess�is more suitable, with

adequate modi�ations, to alibrate extreme simulated data based on observed wind

speeds. Work on this approah is under progress.
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